To study the rolc~ of chaos m energy transfer dnd reactIon dynamics in lsolared molecules, WC devlsc n slmplc chss~d dw3md swlrm with m-urc PE.vA~~ ergodie flow. Althougl~ the dynamsti SYSlCm IS completely chaob, it IS found that dynarmcal correlations give rise to substdntl,d dcvlahons from RRKhl theory.
Introduction
To understand how chemical rate laws and rate constants emerge from molecular dynamics we have studled the classrcal dynamics of simple ham&o&m systems consisting of between two and twelve degrees of freedom [ 1,2] _ These systems were all cnpoble of undergomg geometrical isomerizatlon, and the transit~on from one isomer to another mvolved passage over potential barriers. Barrier crossmg requires energy transfer between the reactive coordmate and the other molecular Internal degrees of freedom. This process becomes random only if there 1s a transitlon from quasIperIodIc motion (KM1 regime) to chaotic motion involvmg reactive trajectories. Thus the reaclion process must be studied m the l&t of modem developments in non-linear dynamics [3, 4] . In our previous papers [I ,2] we studied nonergodic hamiltonian systems. In this paper we focus on reaction dynamics m an ergodic hamdtonian system; partlcularly with respect to the conditions required for RRKM behavior. First we devise a simple dynamical system with measure invariant ergo&c flow that undergoes geometrical isomerization. Since this system IS constructed from the stadium bilhard [3], we call It the Siamese stadium bfliard.The system IS a K system -meaning that trajectories starting from * Supporwd by a grant loom the NatIonal Sc~cncc rounddtlon l * I'rcsunr nddrcss. Los Ahmos Not~o~-~l Laboratory, Los Alunos. New Me\lco 87545, USA neighboring points in phase space, no matter how close -separate exponentially m time [4] . This spreadmg in phase space occurs with a rate constant given by the maximal Lyapunov exponent X or equivalently the [5, 6 ] Kolmogorov entropy h. By studying time correlation functions, and particularly the reactive flux, it is possible to explore under what condltions unimolecular rate laws and rate constants exist, and moreover when RRKhl theory is Aid [ 1,7, 71. In this paper we show that the reaction dynamics can be correlated with the Kolmogorov entropy (or equivalently the Lyapunov exponent). We show that deviations from RRKM behavior occur when the flow can recross the transltlon state in a time short compared to the mixing time ~~1, where T*, IS proportlonal fo h-l (or equivalently to /r-t). This leads to results that at first sight appear to be paradoxical. For example, for energies very close to the barrier height, It might be expected that the system WIU get trapped m a well for times very long compared to the mixing tune X-l so that by the tune the particle recrosses the barrrer It has equilibrated in the well. This would lead one to expect RRKM theory to be valid. Quite the contrary is observed, and It is easy to understand why this takes place.
In a subsequent paper [8] we study a generalization of rhe model for which rhe phase space decomposes into regular and irregular regions.
Reaction dynamics in the Siamese stadium
The Stamesa sradarm brlliatd (SSB) consists of a pomt mass, m = 1, movmg in a plane convex regon with differentiable border (except for the hole) shown m fig. la . The bdhard moves freely inside the region, but suffers elastic collisions wrth the boundary. The part icle can pass through the hole only if r/ti '/? > Eo, otherww it is elastically scattered from the hole. This leads to activated barrier crossmg. For slmphcity we studythedynamicsforfiedm=l,E= L,R= 1. Since barrier crossing can take place only if E > ED, it follows that E. < I.
The stadium billiard (SB) defined in fig. lb has played a promment role in several recent studres [3] . Wtie the circular bffllard, 7 = 0, is completely mtegrable, the stadium bdhard, 7 > 0, was proved by Bunimovlch [9] to be a K flow (cf. fig. I for a defmltlon of 7). Such systems are stochastic and ergodic. It 1s possible to map each trajectory of the Siamese stadium bdhard (SSB) onto a particular trajectory of the stadium bdliard (SB) by simply replacmg -x by +x rvlrencverx < 0 m the Siamese stadium. It follows that the Siamese stadium is also a K flow. the maximum Lyapunov charrctenstlc number, A, for a series of stadium bdliards with 0 < 7 Q IO. These results are summarized in fig. 4 
where the area of a stadium IS given by
Bertnetttn and Strelcyn's fig. 4 corresponds to a senes of stadiums with A = d( I, I), E = l/2 3nd MI= I _ Molecular dynamics m the Siamese stadium can be generated from a study of rhe stadium. If one samples trajectories from a microcanonical ensemble, then for every trajectory crossmg the boundary from, say, left to right, there wffl be an equrvalent traJectory passing from right to left. Therefore, dynamics m the Siamese stadium is equwalent to "tagging" trzgectaries in the ordinary stadmm each time they hit and elastlcrdly reflect off the trans;tlon state (TS) region a. If we label the trajectory by u = -1 or 1 dependmg on whether It would pass through the TS or not, then in ad&tlon to recording r and p we must also record o. Needless to say, whether or not the trqectory passes through the hole depends on whether or not it satrslies$ > 2Eo. Hence we need only consider dynamics III the ordinary stadium when determmmg averages over the rmcrocanomcal ensemble. It follows from the foregoing that the Lysponov exponent X for the Siamese stadium is identical to that of the stachum.
To study reactton dynamics in the SSB It LS useful to determme the reactive flux [ 1,2] 
It IS thus convenient to define the normahzed (dimensionless) reactrve flux,i(r) =k(r,&nRKXt. Evaluatron of tlus for the Siamese stadium bdliard gtves
Eq (3) IS evaluated ustng the procedure outhned rn nppend~~ B of ref.
[3_]_ The mmpling procedure is used to choose trutral states tn the SB, and tl!e tagged trajectories m the SB are used to determine k(r, E).
Results
Several systems were studred. Each system 1s defmed by the parameters given III fig. la. The parameter K (E a/C) defines the size of the TS, a, relatrve to the length.1, of the straight side of the stadium. The parameter 7 (' l/?lR) gwes the length, I, to width, X, ratro of the smgle stadrum from which the Sramese stadnnn IS composed. As tndrcated in fig. 1 the total energy E, the mass of the billiard tn, and the radius r. are Tied at E = I, tn = 1, and r = I for aU systems studted The only other parameter consldered is the barner height,!Yo < I, that determmes whether or not the parttcle can pass through the hole. lluxk(t) decays exponentially in tune wtth a decay constant rR:n whrch is found to be equal to rRkKS,, the RRKhl rate constant. Smce rRRKL, gives an approximate metwJre Of the Lame Spent by a. traJeCtOIY trapped in either the A or B stadium (cf. fig. la) , and smce X-l gives a measure of the mrxing tune or correlation hme of the trajectories, the quantrty kanK,\t grves a measure of the number of Independent moving times spent by d trajectory while it is trapped m a well. If kRRMX, is large, we expect that the system wdl have a chance to equipartihon in a well before tt has a chance to recross the hole. Usmg X determined by Bennettin and Strelcyn [3] (E= 2, tfz= I, y= 0.5), properly transformed using eq. (I) to our system (E= 1,~ = l,7= 0 5) correspondtng to fig. ZAI,gives kRRKh, = 97. This is cle~ly n case where trajectorres get trapped for periods long compared to the time requued for equtibrattng the system or equivalently equipartttioning the system. Because the overall flow IS ergodic, the system can be described by a statrstrcal theory of reactton dynamrcs such as RRKM theory. If the rqectory IS still activated, that is, still satisfies the energy condition off? > X0, It wdl recross the TS and cease to contribute to the reactive flux until such hrne that tt can cross the hole again. The raped decay IS due to those trqectones that rapldly recross the TS. The nse around f = IO IS due to those trajectories that leave the weU and then on the next colhsion with the TS return. The long tune decay, on the other hand, IS due to those trajectories that emerge from the TS but are not sufficiently activated when they collide with the TS. Because it takes a time on the order of h-t to regatn the energy to recross, these trajectortes give rise to a slower decay. The long tune decay seems to be exponential, but the relative fluc- If the TS Size is made small enough, the fracllon that gets through is so severely reduced rhat RRKbl is reestabhshed. We note parentherlcally that it should be possible to estimate the muring time T~, for m mitial sampling from [6]
where tl~is formula gives the ttme requued for a pomt set of meX"re /J to coW2r plKIse space uniformly. For our purposes p must be chosen as the relative measure of mitial trajectones sampled by the drstrlbuhon given in eq. (6). As the barner height mcreases,p decreases, and 7hI gets larger. Then the condmon for RRKhl behavior 1s that hTRR&(-hp) > 1 . it can be seen the 7KRKal increases as E. mcreascs. Since K is constant for the system, It follows thal increasmg X~RRK~~ implies increasmg Eo. Curve (B) shows that R decreases monotorucally w~rh ~~~~~~~ _ This IS consistent with the foregomg dlscussion wlucl~ shows that asEo mcreases, the traJectories contnbuling to i(f) are dominated by those with small ~0, which can return from one colhsion with the "rando- As 7 is increased TITRRL~~ mcreascs and we observe that R grows, monotorucally. Because E. = 0.95 WC never observe pure RRKM behavior. This follows from our prewous dlscuswn. The overall behavior of the curve is consistent with the view that over and above tk E. = 0.95 behavior, there is a dependence of the reaction dynamics and its assocrated rate constannt on the tvne required for equipartlttoning compared to the time between recrossmgs, which is controlled by 7.
Thus we conclude that even in purely stochastic measure preservmg flows It is still possible to find interestmg dynamical correlatlons that mvahdate the assumptions on which RRKM theory is based. It has been shown that It IS possible to correlate the dynam-IC contnbutlons to the rate constan: with the Lyapunov exponent. Tlus correlation gives nse to the view that X can be regarded as analogous to the "colhston rate" III colhsion theories of renctlon dynamics.
